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Abstract

The KM3NeT research infrastructure in the deep Mediterranean Sea will host a multi-cubic-kilometre neutrino tele-
scope and provide connectivity for continuous, long-term earth and sea science measurements. The KM3NeT neutrino
telescope will complement the IceCube telescope at the South Pole in its field of view and surpass it substantially in
sensitivity. In this document the major aspects of the KM3NeT technical design are described and the expected physics
sensitivity is discussed. Finally, the expected time line towards construction is presented.
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1. Introduction1

Observing high-energy cosmic neutrinos opens fas-2

cinating opportunities to complement the information3

gained through electromagnetic radiation. Neutrinos are4

not absorbed nor deflected on the way from their source5

to the Earth, they can escape dense environments, and6

they are inevitably produced in regions where nuclei are7

accelerated to the energies typical for cosmic rays.8

Neutrino telescopes are designed to observe the9

Cherenkov light emitted by secondary particles pro-10

duced in neutrino reactions in transparent target media,11

such as water or ice. The first generation of such detec-12

tors, AMANDA at the South Pole [1], ANTARES in the13

Mediterranean Sea [2] and Baikal [3] in the homony-14

mous Siberian lake, have proven the feasibility of this15

concept, albeit with instrumented volumes “only” of the16

order of a percent of a cubic kilometre.17

Over the last decade, it has become obvious that km3-18

sized detectors are necessary to exploit the scientific po-19

tential of neutrino astronomy. A first detector of this20

size, IceCube [4], is currently being installed at the21

South Pole. The KM3NeT neutrino telescope [5] is22

to surpass IceCube in sensitivity by a substantial fac-23

tor and complement it in its field of view. In particular,24

it will cover the Galactic Centre and a large fraction of25
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the Galactic plane that are hardly visible to IceCube and26

that contain prime candidates for neutrino emission in27

the high-energy regime [6].28

Technical solutions for the KM3NeT neutrino tele-29

scope that are cost-effective, reliable, can be constructed30

in a reasonably short period and provide the targeted31

sensitivity have recently been presented in a Technical32

Design Report (TDR) [7]. For selecting and optimis-33

ing these solutions, physics priorities had to be defined.34

For KM3NeT, the prime science objective is the detec-35

tion and investigation of point-like sources of neutrino36

emission in the energy range 1–100 TeV, i.e. “classical”37

neutrino astronomy.38

In the following, the KM3NeT technical design will39

be described (Sect. 2), physics sensitivity and cost dis-40

cussed (Sect. 3) and the envisaged project time-lines41

presented (Sect. 4). This article is an update of [8]; fur-42

ther details can be found there and in [7, 9].43

2. Technical Solutions44

The neutrino telescope will be an array of optical45

modules, i.e. photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) in pressure-46

resistant glass spheres, attached to vertical structures47

(detection units, DUs). The DUs are anchored on the48

sea floor and kept vertical by subtended buoys. They are49

connected to shore via a sea-bottom network of electro-50

optical cables and junction boxes.51

Experience from the first-generation Mediterranean52

projects, ANTARES, NEMO [10] and NESTOR [11],53
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shows that local clusters of PMTs are essential for event54

selection and reconstruction due to the presence of opti-55

cal background from K40 decays and bioluminescence.56

Such clusters, mounted on mechanical frames called57

storeys, can either comprise several optical modules58

with one large PMT each, or one optical module with59

multiple smaller PMTs (see Sect. 2.1).60

For the DU structure, three design options are cur-61

rently investigated (see Sect. 2.2). They have in com-62

mon that the DUs can be folded into compact structures63

for deployment and unfurl under water once they have64

been placed on the sea floor. The main difference is the65

horizontal distance between PMTs on the same DU.66

The PMT signals will be processed by dedicated67

front-end electronics recording time-over-threshold in-68

formation for each signal (see Sect. 2.3).69

2.1. Optical Modules70

The classical optical module [12, 13] consists of a71

pressure-resistant glass sphere (17 inch diameter) hous-72

ing a large hemispherical PMT (10 inch) including its73

high-voltage base, a mu-metal magnetic shielding, a74

valve for pressure regulation during assembly and a75

feed-through for a bulkhead connector.76

In addition to simplified variants of this setup, featur-77

ing 8-inch PMTs with increased quantum efficiencies in78

13-inch spheres, a multi-PMT approach is being stud-79

ied. In this multi-PMT module, 31 PMTs with 3 inch di-80

ameter are fit into one 17-inch glass sphere, which also81

contains the front-end electronics (see Fig. 1). High-82

voltage bases with a power consumption as low as83

140 mW for a complete optical module have been de-84

signed for this application. The PMTs cover the direc-85

tions of view from vertically downwards to about 45◦86

upwards. They are supported by a foam structure and87

fixed to the glass sphere by optical gel. The overall pho-88

tocathode area in one such optical module exceeds that89

of a single-PMT one by more than a factor of three; a90

further increase is possible by extending the light col-91

lection area using reflective rings. The multi-PMT de-92

sign provides very good separation between single- and93

multiple-photon hits and some information on the pho-94

ton direction.95

2.2. Detection Unit96

Three different approaches are currently being pur-97

sued for the mechanical design of the DUs.98

Theflexible towerconsists of an anchor unit and 2099

horizontal bars of about 6 m length at vertical distances100

of 40 m. Adjacent bars are connected by a tetrahedral101

set of ropes, so that they are oriented orthogonally to102

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of a multi-PMT optical module. In ad-
dition to the PMTs including their bases (D), an aluminium cooling
structure (A) and the front-end electronic components (B,C) are in-
dicated. A single penetrator is used to provide connectivity to the
backbone cable.

each other. Each bar can carry three pairs of single-103

PMT optical modules, one at each end and one in the104

middle. Alternatively the bars could also be equipped105

with 2 multi-PMT optical modules, one at each end. In106

Fig. 2 the basic elements of the flexible tower in the con-107

figuration with single-PMT optical modules are shown.108

A full-size mechanical prototype similar to the setup109

in Fig. 2 has been successfully deployed and unfurled in110

February 2010.111

Alternative to the flexible tower,slender stringsare112

considered. They are equipped with 20 multi-PMT op-113

tical modules at vertical distances of 30 m, fixed to two114

parallel DyneemaR© ropes. For deployment, the strings115

are rolled onto spherical structures with a diameter of116

about two metres. After lowering them to the sea bed,117

they unroll under their buoyancy, thereby releasing the118

string. This procedure has been successfully tested in119

situ with a full-size prototype at the end of 2009.120

A further alternative arestrings with extended storeys,121

each carrying three pairs of single-PMT OMs, arranged122

in a triangular way on a circular mechanical frame.123

The use of three multi-PMT optical modules per storey124

would also be possible. One string carries 21 storeys125

with vertical distances of 40 m. The general design prin-126

ciple in this approach is based on the ANTARES ex-127

perience and reduces the number of new components128

and required tests. The storeys are interconnected by a129

mechanical-electro-optical cable providing both electri-130

cal power and fibre-optic data connectivity and mechan-131

ical support.132
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Figure 2: Left: Schematic view of four storeys (thick black lines) and
the ropes holding them in place (thin red lines); top right: Design of
one of the storeys, with three pairs of optical modules; bottom right:
Compactified tower ready for deployment, with the buoy on top.

Various considerations are common amongst differ-133

ent design options:134

A backbone cablealong the DUs has been designed135

for power and data transport, with the target to reduce136

the numbers of penetrators and connectors (which are137

expensive and failure-prone) and to implement a topol-138

ogy without major single-point failures. This cable con-139

sists of a oil-filled hose with copper conductors and op-140

tical fibres inside, operated at equi-pressure with the141

ambient sea water. At each storey, a break-out unit pro-142

vides connectivity to one fibre and two copper conduc-143

tors. The optical network is set up in a star-like topology144

branching off an optical multiplexer located roughly in145

the middle of a DU. A prototype of this backbone design146

has been successfully tested; further verification steps147

are under way. If successful, this concept is usable both148

for the flexible towers and the slender strings. If not,149

fall-back solutions using classical cables are available.150

Regular position and orientationcalibration is nec-151

essary to account for the movement of the DUs in the152

sea current. As in ANTARES, acoustic triangulation153

methods will be applied, together with orientation mea-154

surements by compasses and tilt-meters. The option to155

glue the acoustic sensors to the inner surface of the opti-156

cal modules is under study. For time calibration, pulsed157

light signals from LED or laser beacons will be used.158

2.3. Readout Scheme159

A dedicated ASIC, the Scott chip, will be the central160

front-end component of the readout. It converts the ana-161

logue PMT signal into digital time-over-threshold infor-162

mation, where one or several adjustable thresholds can163

be assigned to each PMT. See Fig. 3 for a schematic164

presentation of this functionality.165

For use with single-PMT optical modules, the signal166

shape can be reconstructed from the time-over-threshold167

data for several thresholds per PMT. For the multi-168

PMT configuration, one threshold will be assigned to169

each PMT. At low rates, this allows for photon count-170

ing by determining the number of PMTs hit in a cer-171

tain coincidence window. At large rates, the time-over-172

threshold information provides a logarithmic measure173

for the number of photo-electrons per PMT.174

All digitised data corresponding to PMT hits above a175

noise threshold of typically 0.3 photo-electrons are sent176

to shore and subjected to an online filter running on a177

computer farm (about 1000 nodes) in the shore station.178

Selected data are stored and distributed for analysis.179

Figure 3: Functionality of the readout scheme. Top: A given PMT
analogue signal is compared to a number of adjustable thresholds;
middle: The comparator provides one on/off voltage signal per thresh-
old; bottom: These signals are sampled at fixed time steps andand the
times over thresholds recorded in digital format.

2.4. Deep-Sea Infrastructure180

The deep-sea cable network consists of one or few181

main electro-optical cables from shore to primary junc-182

tion boxes, from where it branches via secondary junc-183

tion boxes to the DUs. Since the footprint of the detec-184

tor is not yet decided, the exact configuration of the net-185

work is still open. Both star-like topologies and a ring186
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topology of the main cable with branches to a series of187

primary junction boxes are considered. The functionali-188

ties of cables, connectors and junction boxes in terms189

of electrical power distribution and data transmission190

have been studied in detail and are well defined. They191

will be implemented based on the existing experience192

from ANTARES, NEMO and other deep-sea research193

projects such as NEPTUNE [14]. The overall power194

consumption will be about 125 kW, the overall data rate195

sent to shore will be of the order 25 GByte/s.196

3. Physics Sensitivity and Cost197

Detailed Monte Carlo simulations have been per-198

formed for the design options discussed above, taking199

into account signal, atmospheric neutrino and atmo-200

spheric muon events. It turns out that optimal solutions201

for event and hit selection, reconstruction and definition202

of quality cuts strongly depend on the PMT arrange-203

ment; in particular, single- and multi-PMT optical mod-204

ules require significantly different approaches. The cor-205

responding optimisation process has not yet fully con-206

cluded, so that the results reported here have remaining207

uncertainties and, at the same time, are conservative.208

Simulation studies have been central in optimising209

design parameters, in particular with regard to the de-210

tector geometry. Based on these studies, detector con-211

figurations using the DU design options described in212

Sect. 2.2 have been defined for further simulation and213

for cost estimation purposes. For the flexible towers and214

the extended strings, these are equilateral hexagons of215

127 DUs arranged on a regular triangular grid, with an216

inter-DU distance of 180 m (flexible towers) or 150 m217

(extended strings), respectively. For the slender strings,218

a homogeneous configuration of 310 DUs at distances219

of 130 m was chosen. A driving objective behind these220

choices was to define units of approximately equal sen-221

sitivity that could be implemented using one main cable222

to shore. The simulations indicate that these configura-223

tions are very similar in sensitivity, in particular when224

applying strict quality cuts.225

The investment cost for the three detector configu-226

rations discussed above has been estimated based on227

commercial quotations, experience from existing instal-228

lations, price lists and input from marine science and229

technology projects. The results, including costs for230

the deep-sea network and the deployment but not for231

the shore infrastructure or personnel, are 88, 107 and232

99 Me for the flexible towers, slender strings and ex-233

tended strings, respectively. Please note that these num-234

bers carry an uncertainty of at least 20% and thus do not235

provide a basis for a quick technology decision.236

Figure 4: Sensitivity of the full KM3NeT neutrino telescopeto point-
like sources of neutrino emission with fluxes proportional to E−2

ν as
a function of declinationδ (red line extending toδ = −90◦). The
sensitivity is inferred from a binned analysis of simulation data. The
vertical axis indicates the expected exclusion limit at 90%C.L for
1 year of livetime. Also shown is the corresponding IceCube sensitiv-
ity (black dashed line at positive declinations, taken from[15]). The
tick marks in the lower panel indicate the positions of TeV gamma
sources in the Galactic plane, the blue star marks the Galactic Centre.

The configurations investigated fall short to reach the237

objective of surpassing IceCube by a substantial factor238

in sensitivity (see below). The full KM3NeT neutrino239

telescope is therefore envisaged to comprise approx-240

imately two of the configurations (“building blocks”)241

discussed above, so as to be compatible with a projected242

overall capital investment budget of 220 Me [16, 17].243

The operation costs for this set-up have been estimated244

to be between 4 and 6 Me, depending on the number of245

maintenance operations required. This corresponds to246

2–3% of the capital investment and thus is significantly247

lower than for other projects of comparable complexity.248

The full KM3NeT neutrino telescope will instrument249

a water volume of 4 to 5 cubic kilometres and thus by250

far outperforms the initial target of the KM3NeT De-251

sign Study, i.e. a price tag of 200 Me per instrumented252

km3 of water. The sensitivity of the full KM3NeT de-253

tector to point sources emitting a neutrino flux propor-254

tional to E−2
ν is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of the255

declination of the source. The shape of the sensitivity256

curve reflects declination dependences of the visibility,257

the effective area and the Earth’s transparency to neutri-258

nos. Also indicated are the corresponding IceCube sen-259

sitivity and the declinations of the TeV gamma sources260

in the Galactic plane, which are prime candidates for261

high-energy neutrino emission. The KM3NeT sensitiv-262

ity is better than that of IceCube over a large fraction of263

the full sky (about 3.5π steradians), by more than half264

an order of magnitude on average. There is room for265
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further improvement by optimising the event selection266

and reconstruction procedures or using unbinned analy-267

sis methods.268

4. Project Development269

The projected KM3NeT time lines towards construc-270

tion and operation are indicated in Fig. 5.271
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Figure 5: Time line of the KM3NeT project development towards
construction and operation.

The further work will be organised inside the FP7-272

funded KM3NeT Preparatory Phase project running un-273

til February 2012. The decisions for specific techni-274

cal solutions require further prototyping and field tests.275

A period of 18 months after TDR publication (June276

2010) is foreseen for these activities, as well as for277

verifying those component designs which are new and278

have been developed specifically for the KM3NeT neu-279

trino telescope (such as the equi-pressure backbone, the280

front-end electronics or the multi-PMT optical mod-281

ules). Concurrently, simulation studies will be pursued282

to react to technical developments and to assess the de-283

tector footprint.284

At the same time scale, a site decision has to be taken.285

Currently, three sites (near Toulon, at the east coast of286

Sicily and at the west coast of the Peloponnesus) have287

been proposed. They differ in depth (2.5 km to 5 km),288

in distance to shore (between about 15 km and 100 km)289

and in their environmental properties.290

Once these decisions have been taken, the final tech-291

nical design of the KM3NeT Research Infrastructure292

will be laid down in a detailed proposal. Assuming that293

funding, legal and administrative issues are sorted out294

by then, it will be possible to launch production at that295

point.296

Data taking will start as soon as the first DUs are op-297

erational. From a very early stage of its construction298

on, the data from the KM3NeT neutrino telescope will299

exceed data from first-generation Northern-hemisphere300

neutrino telescopes in quality and statistics and thus pro-301

vide an exciting discovery potential.302
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